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INTRODUCTION 
First the music draws you in, that familiar calliope sound.  Then you see the whirl of color, the flash of lights, the 
sparkle of mirrors twirling in front of you.   The movement slows and you take in each horse or menagerie animal 
waiting for its rider.  Buy a ticket, wait in line, and then…choose your mount…off you go.  You ride, securely 
astride your horse, the carousel mechanism taking you up and down, round and round.  But in your mind you’re 
off to the races, you’re a medieval knight heading to battle, or a gentle stallion galloping across an open field.   
 
This is the carousel experience.  Thousands of children and adults alike ride carousels each year.  Let’s look at the 
history of this interactive sensory experience.   
 
CAROUSEL HISTORY 
The origins of the carousel go back to medieval times, and perhaps even earlier.  According to The International 
Museum of Carousel Art, in the 1100’s, Arabian and Turkish horsemen played a battle-like game on horseback.  
The Italian and Spanish crusaders who watched these games called them, “little wars”.  That is garosello in Italian 
and carosella in Spanish.  (www.carouselmuseum.com) 
 
This exciting horseback game was brought back to Europe.  Initially riders tossed balls to one another as they 
road in a circle improving their skill for battle.  Then the competitive game developed into riders spearing small 
rings hanging from poles overhead (www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carousel). 
 
According to Carousel Figures website, “A practice machine was created to help young knights prepare for      
competition- a series of legless wooden horses attached to a rotating platform (driven by human-power or    
horse-power).”Soon commoners wanted to try this as well.  A version with wooden horses was created for       
children.  And so the carousel ride as entertainment began.   
 
By the 18th century there were many carousels operating in Central Europe.  By the 19th century, carousels were 
driven by steam engines.  Soon after, other technical innovations developed to bring us the carousel much as we 
know it today.   
 
There are three basic styles of carousels in America: 
 
“Coney Island Style - The Coney Island style is associated with very fanciful or spirited horses/menagerie animals, 
many of which had wild, flowing manes and highly decorated trappings, often with flowers or jewels. 
 
Philadelphia Style - a carving style primarily represented/defined by the works of Dentzel, Muller, and the        
Philadelphia Toboggan Company (PTC).  The Philadelphia style is associated with very realistic-looking horses/
animals, who normally were carved with very lifelike poses and expressions. 
 
Country Fair Style - a carving style primarily represented/defined by the works of Dare, Armitage, Herschell,  
Spillman, and C.W. Parker.  The Country Fair style is associated with smaller, very stylized horses that were      
intended to be transported from place to place and not installed on permanently-placed carousels.“ 
(www.carouselfigures.com) 

http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carousel


In the United States the heyday of carousels was from the 1880’s to the 1930’s. The carousel, with its magical   
appeal, drew families and children into the commerce and excitement of big fairs, and trolley parks alike.  But     
as the country struggled with The Great Depression in the 1930s, carnivals and carousels struggled too.  Soon 
hand-carved carousels were too expensive to create.  New materials and technologies allowed carousel animals  
to be cast in aluminum or fiberglass.   
 
As for the old carousels, some were kept running over many years in their original locations, some were sold    
and moved to have a new life in a new town, and some were dismantled and sold in pieces.  Of the 4000 to 6000 
carousels that were made in America during the ‘golden age’ of carousels, less than 200 exist intact today.  
(www.carouselmuseum.com) 
 
In the 1970’s hand carved carousel animals became collector’s items and auction house favorites.   A renewed  
interested in this artistic form began as purchasers of old carousel animals sought to restore them to their       
original beauty.   
 
THE CAROUSEL AS LOCAL HISTORY 
In 1986, Art Richie and Dan Jones took their skills at carving and their interest in carousels and created a         
business, Carousel Works.  They had a shared a dream, perhaps an improbably one.  That there would be an     
interest in new hand made carousels.  And that their business would thrive in Mansfield, Ohio. 
 
Though they created Carousel Works to help restore and preserve an American treasure, the handcrafted          
carousel, their goal was to build new ones.  Now Carousel Works is the largest manufacturer of wooden carousels 
in the world.  Their focus is building handcrafted, custom designed wooden carousels that are truly works of art. 
(www.carouselworks.com)  
 
In 1991, they realized their goal.  “Richland Carrousel Park is the first new, hand-carved carrousel to be built    
and operated in the United States since the 1930’s.  Located in the heart of downtown Mansfield, this park has 
become the centerpiece for redevelopment and restoration in the downtown area. “  The scenery panels gracing 
the rounding board of the carousel are a local treasure, depicting many locations around greater Mansfield. 
(www.richlandcarrousel.com)   
 
Carousels have a history of generating local interest.  Today, carousels are being added to zoos and other parks to 
create a focal point, a place to call people of all ages out to play.   
 
You don’t have to go far to find a hand carved carousel in Northeast Ohio.  New carousels by Carousel Works     
can be found in Mansfield, at the Toledo Zoo and at Chapel Hill Mall, Akron.  Carousels restored by Carousel 
Works can be found at the Columbus Zoo and at the Western Reserve Historical Society in Cleveland.  Carousel 
Works also has carousels on cruise ships and in parks and zoos all over the world.  Each one is unique to the place        
and the people who desire them.   These carousels may be filled with zoo animals, traditional horses or fanciful 
insects.  Many have paintings that display local history or familiar locations.  These carousels are truly community 
assets. 
 
THE CAROUSEL AS AN ARTISTIC FORM 
Each carousel is a collaboration of painters, sculptors,and engineers.  These professionals agree on a general 
theme for the carousel and then work together to create a beautiful and exciting finished form.   
  
Sculptors: 
These artists design and carve horses and other menagerie animals. Each horse is made from blocks of basswood 
glued together.  They are then roughed out in a basic form and hand carved with an understanding of animal 
anatomy and a distinctive personality.  They are carved in several pieces, assembled and detailed.  Then each 
horse is undercoated, painted and sealed with a topcoat.  



Painters: 
These artists research and then paint the scenes on the rounding boards. These scenes relate to the themes of 
each carousel. Artists also paint the carved animals.   

 
Engineers: 
These specialists create the carousel structure, floor and moving parts.  The carousel is a complex form that must 
be sturdy enough to survive years of wear as they safely take riders on their journey.  They are both functional 
and decorated.  The machinery that creates the carousel music is also part of the technical aspects of the overall 
carousel. 
 
CAROUSEL DEFINITIONS 
The terms below are from the “Carousel Figures” website.  See resources. 
 
Outside Row - The outermost ring of any carousel contains the largest and most decorated figures and is most 
easily seen by spectators.  
 
Romance Side - Most carousel horses, especially outside-row horses, carried much more decoration on the side 
of the horse that was going to be seen by the public.  On American carousels, the Romance Side is on the right  
side of the horse - on English carousels, it is on the left.  The reason for this is the difference in rotation direction 
between American and English carousels. 
 
Menagerie Figure - Any carousel animal that was not a horse.   
 
Jumper - describes a horse/figure that has all four feet off the carousel platform.  
 
Prancer - describes a carousel horse/animal that has the two back feet on the platform, and two front feet in the 
air.   
 
Stander - describes a horse/animal that has either three or all four feet touching the platform.  Outside-row     
animals are often standers, which do not move up and down. 
 
Stargazer - describes a head position where the nose is pointing skyward - towards the stars.  
 
Lead Horse - the 'number one' horse on a carousel.  The lead horse is usually the most decorated one on the    
outside row, and sometimes carried the markings or initials of the manufacturer somewhere in its trappings.  
 
Rounding Board - the decorative boards that are placed on the upper portion of the outside of the carousel,     
below the canopy, and often carved and brightly painted.  The rounding boards hide the mechanical workings of 
the carousel. 
 
The terms below are from the “International Museum of Carousel Art (IMCA)” website.  See resources. 
Center Pole: The stationary central column that supports the entire carousel.  
 
Chariot: Riding benches on the carousel were provided for those who did not want to ride on an animal.  
 
Eccentrics: Above the jumping horses, a steel shaft (eccentric) with offsets goes back to the center pole where a 
gear on the shaft rides in a stationary ring gear on the center pole. As the carousel turns, the gears turn the shaft 
and the jumping animals, suspended from the offsets, move up and down. 
 
Pony Hanger: This is the pole (pipe) that each jumping animal is mounted on and in turn, hangs from the          
eccentric, allowing it to move up and down.  
 
Sweep: Radial wood beams that come outward from the center pole above the animals. Typical numbers are from 
16 to 20 sweeps 
 
Trolley Park: A large number of the early amusement parks were built by the streetcar and trolley companies. 
Called trolley parks, they were often located at the end of one of their lines.  

 



CAROUSEL PROJECTS 
 
The Projects and National and State Visual Art Standards:  
Each project below fulfills one or more of the National Standards of Creating, Presenting, Responding and         
Connecting, and the Ohio Standards of Perceiving, Producing and Responding.  They have been developed to take 
students beyond simply ‘making’ something, to thoughtfully engaging their knowledge, insights and personal   
creative ideas as they engage with these topics.   
 
 
Project ideas and age groups: 
For Younger students:  
Inspire and educate: read about carousels, look at carousels, and learn facts about them 
Respond and create: write, draw, and paint/color personal creative carousel animals.  Use creative movement to 
explore carousels. 
 
For Middle grade students: 
Inspire and educate: read about carousels, look at carousels, and learn facts about them, research history, styles 
and individual carousel artists. 
Respond and create: write stories about, draw, paint, sculpt, understand and use a theme in your carousel          
creation, make personal creative carousel animals. 
 
For Upper grade students: 
Inspire and educate: read about carousels, look at carousels, learn facts about them, research history, styles and 
individual carousel artists, economic impacts, businesses and local economies. 
Respond and create: write stories about, draw, paint, sculpt, understand and use a theme in your carousel          
creation, make personal creative carousel animals. 
Create a business plan based on a carousel.   
  
Project 1:  Creating a two-dimensional carousel horse. 
Goal: The students will use their awareness of the carousel horse form and their research to help them create a 
carousel horse of their own. 
 
Every carousel artist considers their design before they begin.  They choose a theme that will help them decide 
what type of horse (example patriot horse, racing horse, a horse with flowers, a medieval horse) to create.  
 
Brainstorm until you have your theme.   Consider local history, interesting time periods, exotic locations or your 
own interests such as sports or the arts.  Research your theme and list ideas you might include as details for your 
horse.  (For example, look at the fine arts horse on the poster).  Think of what artistic ideas such as color, line and 
shape go along with your theme.   
 
Then draw your horse.  You might be tempted to use a template or trace a horse but below is a simple method for 
drawing a horse.  After this simple horse is drawn, add details and embellish your horse to fit your individual skill 
level and your theme.   
 
Drawing a horse: 
Draw your horse in pieces much like the carousel carvers do. 
 
Begin with the body.  Draw a horizontal rectangle.  If you’re using an 8 ½ x 11 paper, draw it in the center about 4 
inches long and 2 ½  inches tall.  Round the corners of the rectangle to make the body more realistic.   
 
Next from the upper right rounded corner (American carousel horses face right) draw the neck by using two lines 
sloping towards one another. 
 
From the top of the neck draw another rectangle for the head.  Make it almost a rectangle with the nose end     
narrower then the ear end. 
 
 



To draw the legs, decide upon your horse’s pose by looking at pictures of various carousel horses.  Sometimes the 
front legs are like the letter ‘L’ upside down and the back legs are the letter ‘L’ forward.  What other letter shapes 
do you see in the legs?  Draw that letter connecting to the horse’s body.  Make small rectangles for the hooves.   
The tail, facial features and the mane are determined by the theme of your animals.  Are the mane and tail waving 
in the wind?  Are they calm and stately?  Are the ears forward into battle or are they majestically straight up from 
the head. 
 
See the drawing example at the end of this resource guide. 
 
After your horse is drawn, personalize the drawing by adding details that interest you and that relate to your 
theme.  Be sure to look at other carousel horses for the details that have interested other designers over the 
years.   
 
There are a variety of ways to color and finish your carousel horse.  Reinforcing the line work with a black marker 
might be an option.  Watercolors, colored pencils, and crayons would all work to enhance your designs.   
 
Name your horse and write a few sentences that describe your horse and its theme. 
 
Project 2: Writing a carousel story 
Goal: The students will use their knowledge of carousels to develop a story that merges the carousel experience 
with creative writing.  The writing will include characters, place and time, and a beginning, middle and ending to 
the story.  
 
The carousel can be an imaginative experience.  Many writers have used the carousel ride as a jumping off point 
for a more complex story.  Begin by reading some carousel stories.  Then create one of your own.   
  
The music calls to you, the carousel is open.  The fantastically carved horses, the lights and the shiny brass, and 
the movement of the colors and shapes as they go round, all pull you toward the carousel.  Choose your horse and 
hop on.   
Feel your sturdy horse beneath you as the whirling of the machine takes you off the ground, and around and 
around.  Hold on tight, you stay securely on your horse but your mind will travel on.  Where does your                
imagination go?  Where will your ride take you?   Will you go back in history or ahead in time?  Who will go with 
you?  What time of day is it?  What kind of weather is there?   What kind of adventure will you have?  Is this story 
real or fantasy?   
 
Many stories have been inspired by a trip on a carousel.  This experience, both familiar and new, stimulates the 
imagination as the pure enjoyment of riding fills you up.  What will your story be?  
 
Write your story.  Include:  

a main character, or more than one character,  
a specific place and time,  
a beginning to your story that puts the reader into your story setting. 
a middle where you tell of your adventures, your situation or your journey. 
an ending that wraps up your tale and leaves the viewer where you want them to end.   

 
You may want to illustrate part or all of your story.  Remember stories are for sharing, so find a time to share each 
other’s adventures and enjoy each other’s creative ideas.   
 

Project 3:Create a class carousel 
Goal: The students will use their carousel knowledge to collaborate on an artistic project.  Group          
decisions could be establishing a theme, or deciding upon a set of aesthetic ideas such as color or style.  
Individual decisions will be creating a unique carousel animal that also contributes to the whole.   
 

 



As a class you might come up with a theme such as zoo animals or rain forest animals.  As an individual you could 
create the carousel animals that interest you.  Each student should research their favorite carousel animal, then 
draw and color the profile of that animal.  The size of each drawing will be determined by what you want to do 
with the finished animals.  Here are some options. 
 
 Option 1: With drawings of a smaller size, glue the carousel animal drawings to foam core, cut them out 
and mount with dowel rods or straws behind them.  A lazy susan or TV swivel could serve as the base.   A paper 
plate could serve as a top attachment.  Paper can be used to create the top roof of the carousel.  The carousel base 
and top should be decorated in a manner that compliments the carousel animals. 
 
Option 2: The carousel animals could be large enough for the students to stand behind and pretend to ride.  For 
this option, create the animals on cardboard, mat board or foam core.  Use material sturdy enough to cut out.    
Use duct tape to create handles on the back of the cardboard.  Cardboard packing tubes or carpet tubes could be 
decorated for the poles.  As an additional goal, these larger carousel animals could be used for creative movement 
experiences.  
   

Option 3: Turn your room (or a wall of your room) into an inside out carousel with animals on the walls of 
the room and trim above to decorate.  An additional goal would be to have the students research and draw local 
or theme related scenes for the upper decoration of the carousel.   

 
Option 4: Create a carousel scene on your classroom wall by using the smaller carousel animals and      

putting them in an environment.  (For example the animals could be on a carousel, in a field or city, in an            
imaginary space.)  An additional option would be to include a creative writing experience that goes along with  
the class carousel scene. 
  
 Option 4: For a three-dimensional carousel animal, research and draw the animal then use clay to sculpt 
the animal.  For a larger animal, use thin foam core, draw the animal, add 3-d pieces to make a low relief/one    
sided animal.   
 
Project 4:A Freestanding Carousel Animal Sculpture 
Goal: The students will use their knowledge of the form of horses (or other animals), and a thematic carousel idea 
to create a roughly half sized carousel animal.  They will develop skills in working three-dimensionally from a 
rough to finished sculpture.   
 
Using mostly cardboard, tape and found objects, create your carousel animal.  Begin with a drawing and written 
notes that include the visual details that describe the animal form as well as notes about your theme.   
 
For your sculpture begin with an old microphone stand or sturdy music stand as your sculpture base.  Slip a long 
cardboard tube over the stand as the center pole of your carousel animal.  Find or make a box that roughly 
equates to the largest part of the animal’s body.  With a hole cut in the center, slip the box over the cardboard  
tube and onto the stand.  With heavy tape, secure all parts of this form to the base so that it is sturdy.  All your 
sculptural additions will be attached to this center form.   The rest is up to you. Round the sides of the cardboard 
box by cutting and taping, add the remaining body parts by cutting cardboard tubes, boxes, and corrugated     
cardboard panels and taping them in place.  Add details such as eyes, bridle etc. with the creative use of found  
objects.  When your animals is complete, cover it with paper mache to merge the forms, and paint.  Jewels and 
other embellishments can also be added to the finished painted form.   
 
Project 5:  American History 
Goal: The students will understand the history of carousels in America as part of the American immigrant story, 
as part of the American entrepreneur story, and as part of the American innovation story.   



Using resources listed at the end of this resource guide, investigate the history of carousels in America.   Many 
carousel manufacturers were immigrants to this country bringing skills and ideas from their homelands with 
them.  Carousels became a competitive and creative business due to the skilled craftsman and artists who created 
the carousels as well as the innovators who improved upon the form.   
Choose individual carousel business and artists that thrived during the golden age of carousels and write a report 
or create individual or group presentations using this information. 
 
An additional goal for this project would be to create a timeline of the history of American carousels. 
 
A further goal would be to research the history of European carousels.   
 
Project 6: Local history, local carousel 
Goal: The students will use their knowledge of local history and area landmarks to create a carousel that            
celebrates local history.   
 
Many carousels have been created to celebrate ‘place’ as well as provide entertainment.  A few notable examples 
are The Grand Carousel in Cleveland, OH, part of the Western Reserve Historical Society, The Como Park Carousel 
in St Paul, MN and the Celebration Square Carousel at the zoo in Saginaw, MI. 
 
Research your local history and landmarks.  Either as individuals or as a class, brainstorm significant and           
interesting aspects of local history and landmarks.  List what elements might be suitable for the animals and the 
decoration of a locally themed carousel.  Would the carousel be set in a particular time period, for example in the 
frontier times or in the industrialist times?  Would the carousel celebrate local parks, historic buildings or natural 
setting?  How would the animals reflect this local history?  Refer to the options in ‘creating a class carousel’ for 
ideas about how to translate this information into an artform.   
 
An additional goal for this project would be to research the history of the Richland Carousel Park or a carousel in 
your community.   
 
Project 7: Creative Movement 
Goal: The students will use their knowledge of the carousel experience to move creatively. 
 
After reading about carousels, seeing them and hopefully riding them, pantomime the actions of carousel horses.  
Use some of these prompts as a means to organize your movements.  Circle up.  Keep a set spacing.  Listen to cues 
such as stop, go, faster, slower.  Movements such as skipping, galloping, prancing and walking rhythmically could 
all be part of this movement experience. 
 
Finding appropriate music, to which you can move, will also add to the fun and learning.  Typical carousel music 
can be found at (carouselmusic@carousels.com) and at (www.nytos.org).  Search for other web sites in this       
category. 
 
Project 8: Art Appreciation 
Goal: The students will practice visual discrimination as they analyze three carousel horses. 
 
Choose images of three different carousel horses.  They could be different in theme, in pose, in visual movement 
or a variety of other ways.  They could be from the three different styles of American carousel horses listed in the 
history section.  
Describe and list, verbally or on paper, what you see, for example, a top hat, shiny jewels, or a flying mane.   
Then, discuss how the colors, details, poses and forms relate to what the artist wants you to know or feel about 
this horse.  Describe what you think the artist wants the viewer to know or feel from these artistic choices.   
Describe how the horses are different and how they are the same. 

mailto:carouselmusic@carousels.com
http://www.nytos.org


Project 9:  The Carousel as Economic Development 
Goal:  The students will understand the carousels’ contribution to the economic development of its     
given location. 
 
Carousels, though lively, artistic and fun, also play an economic part in the park, city, carnival or zoo 
they are part of.  This has been true since the 18th Century in Europe.  Consider locations of carousels 
today:  zoos, cruise ships, downtown redevelopment areas, and city parks.   How do these magnificent 
carousels create positive economic development?   
 
Using Internet resources locate a carousel that interests you and is currently operating.  Consider the 
costs of creating and maintaining the carousel (you should be able to find comparable figures on the 
Carousel Works website).  Factor in the ticket price for riders at your chosen location.  Create a            
feasibility study that links the two.  How many riders per year would it take to operate this venture   
successfully?  How much profit would there be over time?   
 
Many carousels were paid for by donations.  If a carousel were paid for, how many riders would it need 
to realize a profit?  How does the carousel you are studying positively impact other parts of the park or 
zoo?  How does it affect other surrounding businesses?  



Resources: 
Children’s books 
 
Carousel   by Pat Cummings BradburyPress 1994 
Carousel   by Brian Wildsmith  Oxford University Press   1988 
A Carousel Tale   by Elisa Kleven  Tricycle Press   2009 
The Magic Carousel   by Dorothy Levenson.  Parents Magazine Press   1967 
The Carousel   by Liz Rosenberg and Jim LaMarche  Harcourt Brace and Company  1995 
 
Reference books 
 
The Carousel Animal   by Tobin Fraley and Gary Sinick.  Zephyr Press.  1983 
The Art of the Carousel   by Charlotte Dinger.  Carousel Art Inc.  1984 
Carousel Animal Carving.  Patterns and Technique  by Bud Ellis and Rhonda Hoeckley.  Sterling Publishing Inc.  
2008 
 
 
Additional Resources 
 
Richland Carrousel Park  75 N. Main St. Mansfield, Ohio 
www.richlandcarrousel.com 
 
The Carousel Works 
1285 Pollock Pkwy.  Mansfield, Ohio 
www.carouselworks.com 
 
National Carousel Association 
Includes a very complete bibliography of carousel information. 
www.carousels.org 
 
Wikipedia information on Carousels 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carousel 
 
International Museum of Carousel Art 
www.carouselmuseum.com 
 
Carousel Facts 
www.lightingmagic.com/bcarfact.htm 
 
A little about carousel history and terms… 
www.carouselfigures.com/id250.html 
 
Carousels: A Brief History 
https://popculture.knoji.com/carousels-a-brief-history/ 
 
Jane’s Carousel.  A 1922 PTC carousel restored and installed at a Brooklyn Park. 
www.Janescarousel.com 
 
Dentzel Carousel Coloring book contains printable images of carousel animals as well as a history of the Dentzel 
family and their carousel work.   
www.dentzel.com/coloringbook 
 
Carousel Music 
carouselmusic@carousels.com 
www.nytos.org 

http://www.richlandcarrousel.com
http://www.carouselworks.com
http://www.carousels.org
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carousel
http://www.carouselmuseum.com
http://www.lightingmagic.com/bcarfact.htm
http://www.carouselfigures.com/id250.html
https://popculture.knoji.com/carousels-a-brief-history/
http://www.Janescarousel.com
http://www.dentzel.com/coloringbook
mailto:carouselmusic@carousels.com
http://www.nytos.org



